
Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 
a TN 3 Fitness (Air) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your A checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Air) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Air) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Air) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Neck • Face • Ears



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Earth) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your B checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Earth) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Earth) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Earth) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Back • Torso • Thigh



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 

a TN 3 Fitness (Fire) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your C checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Fire) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Fire) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Fire) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Hand • Arm • Fingers • Nose



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Void) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your D checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Void) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Void) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Void) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Head • Skull • Brain



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may 

make a TN 3 Fitness (Water) check (ignoring 
the modifiers to the TN this condition normally 
applies). If you succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your E checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Water) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Water) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Water) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Foot • Leg • Eyes



Face • Neck • Ears

Effects: Increase the TN of your A checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Air) or 
Severely Wounded (Air) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 
a TN 3 Fitness (Air) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.



Back • Torso • Thigh

Effects: Increase the TN of your B checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Earth) or 
Severely Wounded (Earth) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Earth) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.



Hand • Arm • Fingers • Nose

Effects: Increase the TN of your C checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Fire) or 
Severely Wounded (Fire) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 

a TN 3 Fitness (Fire) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.



Head • Skull • Brain

Effects: Increase the TN of your D checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Void) or 
Severely Wounded (Void) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Void) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.



Foot • Leg • Eyes

Effects: Increase the TN of E checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Water) or 
Severely Wounded (Water) condition again, 
ignore it and instead suffer the effects of a 

severity 8 critical strike (see page 270) as if you 
had failed the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may 

make a TN 3 Fitness (Water) check (ignoring 
the modifiers to the TN this condition normally 

applies). If you succeed, reduce this Severely 
Wounded condition to Lightly Wounded.



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 
a TN 3 Fitness (Air) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your A checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Air) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Air) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Air) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Neck • Face • Ears

Liqhtly Wounded A



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Earth) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your B checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Earth) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Earth) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Earth) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Back • Torso • Thigh

BLiqhtly Wounded 



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 

a TN 3 Fitness (Fire) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your C checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Fire) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Fire) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Fire) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Hand • Arm • Fingers • Nose

CLiqhtly Wounded 



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Void) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your D checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Void) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Void) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Void) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Head • Skull • Brain

DLiqhtly Wounded 



Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 
remove this condition. This can be attempted 

once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may 

make a TN 3 Fitness (Water) check (ignoring 
the modifiers to the TN this condition normally 
applies). If you succeed, remove this condition.

Effects: Increase the TN of your E checks by 1. 

If you suffer the Severely Wounded (Water) 
condition, remove this condition. 

If you suffer this condition a second time, remove 
all Lightly Wounded (Water) conditions and suffer 

the Severely Wounded (Water) condition.

Flesh wounds, grazes and glancing blows... 
I fear not these trifling inconveniences. My 

soul is filled with the zeal of Bushido and my 
ancestors watch over me!

Foot • Leg • Eyes

ELiqhtly Wounded 



Face • Neck • Ears

Effects: Increase the TN of your A checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Air) or 
Severely Wounded (Air) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 
a TN 3 Fitness (Air) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.

ASeverely Wounded 



Back • Torso • Thigh

Effects: Increase the TN of your B checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Earth) or 
Severely Wounded (Earth) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Earth) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.

BSeverely Wounded 



Hand • Arm • Fingers • Nose

Effects: Increase the TN of your C checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Fire) or 
Severely Wounded (Fire) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make 

a TN 3 Fitness (Fire) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.

CSeverely Wounded 



Head • Skull • Brain

Effects: Increase the TN of your D checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Void) or 
Severely Wounded (Void) condition again, ignore 

it and instead suffer the effects of a severity 8 
critical strike (see page 270) as if you had failed 

the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may make a 
TN 3 Fitness (Void) check (ignoring the modifiers 
to the TN this condition normally applies). If you 

succeed, reduce this Severely Wounded condition 
to Lightly Wounded.

DSeverely Wounded 



Foot • Leg • Eyes

Effects: Increase the TN of E checks by 3. 

If you suffer the Lightly Wounded (Water) or 
Severely Wounded (Water) condition again, 
ignore it and instead suffer the effects of a 

severity 8 critical strike (see page 270) as if you 
had failed the check to resist it.

Ragged cuts, crushing blows, broken bones... 
Although Meido may beckon, I am Samurai 

and I still stand; my Katana ready, duty 
beating in my heart.  Let them come!

Removed When: Any character can provide 
treatment by making a TN 4 Medicine (Water) 
check as a downtime activity. If they succeed, 

reduce this Severely Wounded condition to Lightly 
Wounded. This can be attempted once per week.

Alongside treatment, you may attempt to heal 
through bed rest. Once per week, you may 

make a TN 3 Fitness (Water) check (ignoring 
the modifiers to the TN this condition normally 

applies). If you succeed, reduce this Severely 
Wounded condition to Lightly Wounded.

ESeverely Wounded 


